Supplementary report on phase two consultation

Annex D – Chambers Wharf
Annex D

D.1 Ref 20.3.28

The preferred site is generally unsuitable

LR10982, LR10984, LR10985, LR10987, LR10989, LR10990, LR10991, LR10992, LR10993, LR10994, LR10996, LR10997, LR11000, LR13403, LR13404, LR13406, LR13407, LR13408, LR13409, LR13410, LR13411, LR13412, LR13413, LR13414, LR13415, LR13416, LR13417, LR13418, LR13420, LR8422, LR8975, LR1917, LR1918, LR9341, LR9342, LR9352, LR9360

D.2 Ref 20.3.30

There are other more suitable alternative sites available in the local area

LR9272LO, LR9379LO, LR9386LO, LR9387LO, LR9389LO, LR10982, LR10983, LR10995, LR10996, LR10997, LR11000, LR13403, LR13404, LR13406, LR13407, LR13408, LR13409, LR13410, LR13411, LR13412, LR13413, LR13414, LR13415, LR13416, LR13417, LR13418, LR13419, LR13420, LR8422, LR8975, LR1917, LR1918, LR9341, LR9342, LR9352, LR9360

D.3 Ref 20.3.46

Site selection should avoid sites in residential and/or densely populated areas

LR9272LO, LR9379LO, LR9386LO, LR9387LO, LR9389LO, LR10982, LR10983, LR10985, LR10987, LR10989, LR10995, LR10996, LR10997, LR11000, LR13403, LR13404, LR13406, LR13407, LR13408, LR13413, LR13414, LR13415, LR13416, LR8422, LR8975, LR9136, LR9342, LR9352, LR9360
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D.4 Ref 20.3.47

The site selection should avoid sites that are close to sensitive receptors

418 respondents

D.5 Ref 20.3.53

The scale of effects on the local area and community resulting from the selection of this site are unacceptable/ have not been properly considered. In particular, Thames Water has not adequately considered the environmental, health and safety impact of building the tunnel from this site.

404 respondents
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D.6  Ref 20.5.29

Dust and dirt arising from construction activities.

252 respondents

D.7  Ref 20.5.37

Effect of pollution on residents, school children and other riverside users

376 respondents

D.8  Ref 20.5.122

Noise and vibration from construction traffic

355 respondents
D.9  Ref 20.5.123

General noise effects arising from construction activities

274 respondents

D.10  Ref 20.5.185

Effect on quality of life

350 respondents
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General noise effects arising from construction activities

274 respondents

Effect on quality of life

350 respondents
D.11 Ref 20.5.186

Effect on human health, particularly for children and the elderly, including asthma, respiratory problems, rats, and emotional stress. 257 respondents

D.12 Ref 20.5.189

Proximity to residential properties, including Luna House, Axis Court and Dickens Estate. 344 respondents

D.13 Ref 20.5.191

Proximity to community and social amenities such as local schools including St Michael's Catholic College. 368 respondents.
### D.14 Ref 20.5.213

**Risk of subsidence arising from tunnelling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR1089</td>
<td>250 respondents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D.15 Ref 20.5.249

**Construction traffic will cause traffic congestion on Bevington St, Chambers St and Jamaica Road.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR1089</td>
<td>306 respondents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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